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Editorial: Heart & Thoracic Surgery

The evolution of tracheobronchoplasty

Surgical support for patients with pulmonary emphysema and excessive airway collapse was first developed in the 1950s 
by Herzog and Nissen (1,2). At the time, the terms tracheal dyskinesia, dystonia, hypotonia and prolapse were used in 
French and German scientific literature to describe what was thought to be the cause of obstruction to expiratory airflow 
in this patient population, and is more currently known as excessive central airway collapse (ECAC) (1-4). Naturally, the 
surgical technique of tracheobronchoplasty (TBP) evolved since, but the goal has remained the same: to restore a normal 
configuration of the airway by stabilizing the cartilaginous rings and/or the redundant posterior membranous wall. 

The early experience of TBP was instrumental in laying the foundation for the current surgical practice, which most 
commonly consists of reinforcing the posterior membranous wall of the trachea and main stem bronchi with one or more 
pieces of appropriately sized prostheses. Initial variations in surgical technique did encompass the degree of airway dissection, 
the suturing technique and the type of splinting material. Rainer and colleagues in the US reported theirs using a running 
posterior transverse suture as originally described by Nissen, but with a reefing technique at the cartilaginous membranous 
junction (Figure 1). They also reported placement of the prosthesis on the antero-lateral surface of the trachea in a  
270 degrees fashion, in cases of cartilaginous malacia (Figure 2). The authors used different types of prostheses including 
polyethylene, perforated heavy Marlex, and Dacron reinforced Silastic, among others (5,6). They reported acceptable long-
term results with an improvement in the maximum breathing capacity in 7 out of 19 pts. However, they experienced erosions 
into the esophagus and the aorta, prompting them to highlight the importance of a flexible pre-perforated splint that “allows 
early revascularization and tissue ingrowth from the surrounding mediastinal stroma” (7). The fear of such a disastrous 
complication is still valid today, and most authors currently advocate using a soft porous flexible mesh such as polypropylene, 
to avoid friction with the esophagus or development of seroma between the mesh and the tracheal wall (8,9). Despite this, 
the threat of mesh infection and/or erosion into the trachea is still real, as placement of intraluminal sutures to anchor the 
prosthesis carries the risk of bacterial contamination. This prompted some to use absorbable sutures and/or biological meshes 
such as acellular dermis, but either has the potential to affect the durability of the repair and the long-term outcomes (9,10). 
Tracheopexy of the membranous wall to the posterior longitudinal ligament does not involve prosthesis placement and 
practically eliminates the risk of erosion, but the experience is mostly limited to the pediatric population and the technique 
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Figure 1 Configuration of the sutures and prosthesis placement on the posterior wall of the trachea and main stem bronchi. From Rainer  
et al. (5), with permission.
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mainly addresses malacia of the trachea itself (11,12). 
Traditionally performed via a generous right thoracotomy through the fourth intercostal space, the recent adoption of the 

robotic platform in TBP has the potential to transform the surgical care of ECAC (10). The main advantages of the robotic 
approach include excellent visualization and filtered wristed motion that allows precise and accurate dissection and suturing 
even in challenging angles. Additional significant benefits include better exposure of the airway, especially the left main 
stem bronchus, and much improved ergonomics for the operating surgeon. Regardless of the technique or the approach, 
adjustment in the suture placement can be made depending on the underlying pathophysiology of ECAC, allowing more 
lateral downsizing in cases of pronounced cartilaginous tracheobronchomalacia (TBM) mainly affecting the rings, compared 
to cases of excessive dynamic airway collapse (EDAC) where the transverse diameter of the airway is not particularly enlarged. 

In our practice, we currently favor the robotic approach and we use interrupted absorbable sutures to anchor 3 pieces of 
soft porous polypropylene meshes to the posterior membranous wall of the trachea, right and left main stem bronchi. We 
have had no infections or erosion complications in 9 cases thus far, and we prospectively follow the patients with physiologic 
testing and respiratory questionnaires to ensure the durability of the surgical repair. We strongly believe patients with ECAC 
are best served in a multidisciplinary setting that ensures long-term follow-up of both subjective and objective treatment 
outcomes.

With improved public awareness and more widespread recognition of the disease in the medical community, TBP will 
likely be performed more frequently in the future. Patient selection will remain paramount to ensure good correlation 
between the clinical picture and radiographic or bronchoscopic evidence of airway collapse in a population with frequent 
confounders such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), sleep apnea and obesity. 

Future advancements and innovations can help address some of the remaining diagnostic and therapeutic challenges of this 
under-recognized condition. Although pulmonary function tests are helpful and an integral part of the work-up, there are still 
no pathognomonic physiologic diagnostic testing for ECAC. Dynamic video chest computed tomography or even magnetic 
resonance imaging can help standardize the evaluation of airway collapsibility, and 3D printing of custom biological but 
durable prosthesis would practically eliminate the risk of infection or erosion. Less invasive approaches can even conceivably 
address tracheal cartilaginous malacia via an extended mediastinoscopy approach, and cases of isolated EDAC could 
eventually be treated through advanced endoscopic techniques. Gene therapy or other biological agents would hopefully be 
developed one day for ECAC patients with known genetic defects of the cartilaginous matrix. 

In this series, we review the clinical management of ECAC and technical aspects of TBP and other treatment modalities. 
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Figure 2 Antero-lateral placement of the tracheal prosthesis in cases of cartilaginous malacia. From Rainer et al. (6), with permission. 
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We emphasize the importance of a multidisciplinary and comprehensive evaluation of patients with ECAC, and the need to 
reserve surgery for those with significant symptoms who fail optimum medical treatment. 

We would like to thank all the authors for their valuable contributions to this special series, as well as the editorial office 
of the Journal of Visualized Surgery for their support. We truly believe this collection of articles, pictures and videos represent 
one of the most complete and comprehensive reviews of TBP for ECAC. 
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